Internship abroad

With a new software solution audio CC revolutionized and changed the market of radio advertising forever. In contrast to the traditional planning process, where radio stations were selected by hand and decisions were made based on the planners’ experience, our software utilizes an artificial intelligence to aid those tasks in order to find the best radio campaign for our customers.

The foundation of our IT company is a strong team out of excellent software development enthusiasts. To expand possibilities, we need you as

Software Developer Intern (m/f/d)

in Düsseldorf, Germany.

Because of the current phase of rapid expansion, we offer you the option to either work as a general IT developer on various tasks or to specialize and focus on specific tasks from our ever expanding roster:

Artificial Intelligence / algorithmic challenges
To allocate the respective budget of our customers in the most efficient way, our software analyzes enormous quantities of data. This is our take on an informed approach to radio campaign creation. Our software has direct access to real-time data such as traffic and weather information, as well as data from radio audience measurements.

IT security / monitoring / fail-safe
Our software handles broadcasting in several big traditional and internet radio stations. We offer you the challenge to ensure IT security and data safety, as well as the responsibility to keep our systems reliable and running.

Communication / interfaces
Our software was created to work a decentralized cloud system with our customers having their own computing unit in their facilities. Your responsibility as developer is to find solutions to ensure efficient real time connectivity between all devices to reach their full potential. At the same time, you search for solutions to ensure free communication between our own devices and external data sources in the form of specialized interfaces.

User Experience / UX
Our software is being used by many renown media companies to allocate their media budget and potential most efficiently. As software developer, you ensure that the customer has the best possible experience with our product.

Data collection and generation
To ensure that any budget is allocated most effectively, handling data for our software to interpret holds a very crucial role. Therefore, you work towards continuously making external data accessible and developing internal sources.
What more do we offer?

- 1.600 €/month
- organizing your accommodation
- paying your flights
- takeover if the performance is good

- permanent employment in a fast-growing business
- small team allows for extensive lateral communication and the chance to make your work count
- roots in IT and passion within the whole business
- short update intervals
- 1.500 EUR annually for free disposal to update your own IT equipment
- the opportunity to spend 10 percent of your time at the business at your own projects to benefit our team in the long run.

What do we expect from you?

The most important for us are good programming skills for the frontend and / or backend. We utilize programming languages such as JavaScript, Node.JS, HTML5, JQuery, TypeScript, Electron, MySQL, as well as C++ if the situation demands it. Our developing environment is built upon technologies such as Linux, Git and Ansible.

Knowledge in these areas is not at all mandatory, because we are convinced that good software developers can quickly learn new input in no time.

We would like to get to know you!

Did we convince you? If that’s the case, please send your application documents to:

Theresa Ortmann
hr@audio-cc.com